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 INTRODUCTION 

The interstellar medium (ISM) hosts an active complex chemistry, where the intimate interaction between atoms, molecules and dust leads to an 

unexpectedly rich molecular universe. Tuned towards this molecular universe, radio telescopes have opened great perspectives for the 

characterization of the chemical composition and physical parameters in key objects, such as star and planet forming regions. Radio astronomers use 

large single dishes or interferometers equipped with very sensitive receivers to detect the thermal emission of the molecules present in these objects. 
The volume densities in molecular clouds, mostly corresponding to H2, are rather low, ≃102-105 cm−3, the large size of these objects (typically several 

parsecs ≃1019cm), allows column densities to be rather high, ∼1021-1024 cm−2. Using large single-dish telescopes, the detection of the weakest and 

narrowest molecular lines in cold dark clouds, requiring ∼20-30 kHz spectral resolution, typically needs a few hours of observing time. 

In order to simulate one of these molecular clouds here on Earth we would have to compress and confine the whole column of gas that a telescope 

observes within its beam into a gas cell which typically would have a length of the order of one meter. 
Column densities of the less abundant, but detected, molecules in space (N≃1011 cm−2) would translate into partial pressures inside such a chamber in 

the range ∼10−8 mbar (at TK ∼10 K) to ∼5 10−6 mbar (at TK∼300 K). The idea behind this work is that an astronomical receiver placed in front of such a gas 

evolution chamber would detect lines of these low-abundance species in minutes/hours. 
Figure 1: The 40 m radiotelescope in the Yebes 

Observatory 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

Figure 2: Basic design concept of the gas evolution 

chamber setup. 

Figure 3: Picture of the prototype of the gas cell installed in the 

receiver room of the 40m IGN radiotelescope. The cell is in the 

optical axis of the Q band receiver. Most of the observations 

were performed using the sky emission as cold load . In case of 

poor weather conditions, the N2 cold load was used. 

Figure 4: Design of the gas cell prototype (a), its 

configuration as plasma reactor (b) and with the UV 

lamp (c), and experimental set-up showing the 

technical scheme of the gas mixing, mass 

spectrometry, and gas phase molecular detection 

(d). 

The prototype gas evolution chamber has been built 

to demonstrate that radio astronomical receivers can 

be used for molecular characterization in 

experimental gas chambers (spectroscopy and/or 

chemical reactivity). The experiments with the gas 

cell prototype were carried out installing it in the 

beam path of the 40m radiotelescope at CNTRAG-

IGN (Guadalajara, Spain). Figures 2-4 show the 

chamber and its installation in the receiver room of 

the telescope. The prototype chamber is a stainless 

steel cylinder of 40 cm length and 25 cm diameter 

giving a total volume of 20 liters approximately. 

THE PROTOTYPE GAS EVOLUTION CHAMBER THE FINAL GAS EVOLUTION CHAMBER 

Figure 5: Design of the final gas 

evolution chamber. In the (a) and 

(b)panels show different 

perspectives of this chamber and 

how the UV lamp should will be 

coupled to this. 

a) b) 

Figure 6: Scheme of the position of 

the receivers and the gas evolution  

chamber 

The high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) receivers: 31.5-50 GHz and 72-116.5 GHz 

frequency range. 

The gas evolution chamber: Stainless steel cylinder 90 cm long and 50 cm of diameter. 

Windows: Made of Teflon® 

UV lamps: Parallel to the primary cylinder axis.  
                  Emissions at 185 nm and 254 nm and Puvc: 100W 

Mass spectrometer: Measurement range (0-200 amu) for a better control of the chemical 
processes. 

Versatility: Can be equipped with different emission lamps, plasma, discharges and free 
jets instrumentation. 

Integration availability in Stardust chamber. 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS: from the prototype gas evolution chamber 

We used HCOOH and OCS as probe molecules for static 

or flowing conditions.  

Figure 7: a)Observed emission of the 212 − 101 and 202 − 101 trans 

HCOOH transitions at 43303 and 44911 MHz respectively. 

b) Observed J=4-3 OCS transition at 48651.604MHz for different 

experimental conditions related with pressure. 

OCS a) b) 

The observed baselines were very good for standard 

ON/OFF observations but exhibited still strong baseline 

ripples in frequency switching (FSW) mode. An 

instrumental baseline was derived before filled cell scans 

by integrating with the empty cell for 40 seconds in FSW 

mode. This curve was then subtracted to all subsequent 

observations resulting in very flat baselines. 
Figure 7 a) shows two lines of the trans conformer of formic 
acid observed simultaneously. 

The observing time in these observations was 4 min. 

First Experiments Experiments with Cold Plasma  Experiments with UV lamp 

Figure 8: Observed emission of the J=4-3 OCS 

rotational line for different experimental 

conditions. The doublet of the ν2 J=4-3 

transition is also detected in the experiments 

In this type of glow inductively coupled plasma (ICP) discharges 

the typical electron densities are 109-1010 cm−3, while typical 

electron temperatures are 3-5 eV (assuming Maxwellian 

distributions). In the study of OCS, different RF powers (20-100 W) 

were used in gas flow conditions. The precursor signal decreased 

between 40% and 14% of its initial value. In this case the pressure 

decrease is related to deposition of the gas phase particles on 

the walls.  

With these experiments, we have demonstrated that the HEMT 

receivers are sensitive enough to trace low abundance species 

and to monitor the gas 

kinetic temperature 

through the observation 

of vibrationally excited 

modes.  

 

We used an O2 plasma 

(0.1 mbar, 50 W) to 

clean the walls of the 

cavity which were 

covered, after the OCS 

plasma. 

Figure 9: Observed transitions CS J=1-0 and OCS J=4-3 

transitions using the UV lamp. the bottom panel shows 

the intensity derived from the mass spectrum for different 

masses (CS2, OCS, H2O, S and O2, SO2, and CO). 

As conclusion: 
UV photochemistry can be 

studied in this cell. Very low 

partial pressures of 

photochemical products 

have been observed in our 

experiments. 

No perturbation has been 

found between the lamp 

discharge and the receiver 

electronics. 

We checked the feasibility 

of chemical reactions in 

the cell induced by 

photochemistry. 

𝐶𝑆2 + 𝑂2 +ℎ𝜐 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠 

CS2 = 0.4 mbar  

O2=0.2 mbar 

An example is the study: 
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